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August Bebel, co-founder and recognized leader of the Social Democratic Party 
(SPD) in Imperial Germany, had a clear idea about the fate of crime under social-
ism. In his best-selling book Die Frau und der Sozialismus (Woman and Social-
ism), published in 1879, he wrote:

Neither political nor common crimes will be known in the future. Thieves will have 
disappeared, because private property will have disappeared, and in the new society 
everyone will be able to satisfy his wants easily and conveniently by work. Nor will 
there be tramps and vagabonds, for they are the product of a society founded on pri-
vate property, and, with the abolition of this institution, they will cease to exist. Mur-
der? Why? No one can enrich himself at the expense of others, and even the murder 
for hatred or revenge is directly or indirectly connected with the social system. Perjury, 
false testimony, fraud, theft of inheritance, fraudulent failures? There will be no private 
property against which these crimes could be committed. Arson? Who should find 
pleasure or satisfaction in committing arson when society has removed all cause for 
hatred? Counterfeiting? Money will be but a chimera, it would be “love’s labor lost.” 
Blasphemy? “Nonsense! . . . Thus all the fundamental principles of the present “order” 
become a myth.1

Bebel also knew, however, that “unfortunately, we do not yet live in those joy-
ous times in which humanity can breathe freely.”2 But until then, what should 
humanity do about crime? This chapter seeks to illuminate socialist attitudes 
toward the crime problem by addressing a series of questions, including the fol-
lowing: What role did German socialists assign the fight against crime? What 
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position did they take regarding the state and its penal policies as well as toward 
prisoners? What was the impact of the criminalization of the Social Democratic 
Party (SPD) through the Anti-Socialist Law and the resulting imprisonment of 
many Social Democrats? How did socialists react to the development of modern 
criminology, which sometimes included a eugenic agenda? All these questions 
are, of course, directly connected to socialists’ views regarding state and society, 
as well as their political strategies and experiences in this society.

Socialist calls for legal reform have been discussed by a few older studies, 
which have examined their content but not their historical context.3 By contrast, 
the more recent historiography on criminology and criminal justice before World 
War I rarely goes beyond a middle-class perspective. According to these studies, 
the bourgeoisie regarded criminality as a negative mirror image of its own iden-
tity, which it increasingly pathologized to exculpate society from its responsibility 
for the existence of crime. The perspectives of the workers’ movement, whether 
Social Democratic or anarchist, are rarely mentioned.4 Michel Foucault, on the 
other hand, argued that the early workers’ movement included acts of resistance 
against the bourgeois “colonization” of delinquency to “reverse this monotonous 
discourse on crime, which sought both to isolate it as a monstrosity and to depict 
it as the work of the poorest class.”5 Foucault’s thesis of a clear-cut dichotomy 
between bourgeois and working-class conceptions of crime is, however, question-
able. Michael Schwartz, for instance, has shown that “socialist eugenics,” too, 
spoke of a “criminal” underclass and shared many of the penal reform demands 
made by bourgeois criminology.6

We therefore need to examine socialist conceptions of crime and punishment 
more closely to discern why socialists accepted so much of the explanatory system 
of “bourgeois” criminology, even though they possessed the theoretical tools to 
criticize it and fundamentally opposed bourgeois society. A reconstruction of the 
criminological discourse alone cannot adequately answer this question. To do so 
would risk reifying the discourse into a historical subject. Instead, this chapter 
will analyze socialist conceptions of crime and punishment as the products of 
complex power relations and of a process of interaction in a concrete historical 
context.7 The discussion among German socialists was far more extensive, more 
contested, and more nuanced than the widespread but simplistic thesis that with-
out private property there would be no crime would initially lead one to believe.

Wilhelm Weitling, Karl Marx, and Friedrich Engels

In the first decades of the nineteenth century, Germany experienced unprece-
dented levels of social distress, which provoked radical protest movements. In 
the early 1840s, the tailor’s apprentice and early socialist Wilhelm Weitling, for 
example, believed that pauperism could only be abolished by a social revolution. 
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Therefore, one should not hesitate to incite the immiserated urban masses to 
launch a long-term guerrilla war. For Weitling, crime was thus a political tool for 
liberating society, but only until the revolution occurred. As soon as the new social 
order had been established, further crimes would be considered crimes against 
the whole people and would no longer be tolerated.8 Reacting to Weitling, Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels initially also regarded crime as something positive. 
Engels, however, in his 1845 book The Situation of the Laboring Class in England 
(Die Lage der arbeitenden Klasse in England), conjured up a new “proletariat,” 
who was qualitatively different from the “mob,” the ordinary poor. This proletar-
iat, especially factory and mine workers, had already overcome “the first stage of 
opposition to social circumstances, the immediate rebellion of the individual by 
means of crime,” by organizing itself in solidarity and carrying out its actions in 
a targeted, planned, and disciplined manner.9

To describe the rest of the lower classes, Marx and Engels coined the term 
Lumpenproletariat (literally, ragged proletariat). In the wake of various failed rev-
olutions, they wrote in the Manifesto of the Communist Party (1847–1848), the 
“Lumpenproletariat, the passive degeneration of the old society’s lower classes, 
will be partially injected into the movement through a proletarian revolution; 
by its nature, it will be more willing to sell itself for use by reactionaries.”10 The 
Lumpenproletariat simultaneously served as an aggregate category reflecting var-
ious social prejudices and as an analytical category that explained the failure of 
revolutionary movements within the lower classes.11 To be sure, Marx and Engels 
saw the immediate causes of crime in alcohol, demoralization, hedonism, and 
moral decay, which they described in much the same terms as bourgeois reform-
ers and conservatives.12 Their search for underlying causes, however, led them to 
regard deprivation and misery as “the necessary consequences of modern indus-
try.”13 Marx’s and Engels’s solution to this problem was the transformation of 
society according to socialist principles. Those social strata that did not share this 
view were doomed. In this sense, their proletariat was not only set off from those 
above it in the social order, but also from those below it. On the path to revolu-
tion, the proletariat could no longer be confused with the mob and thus could 
no longer be discredited.14

Middle-class social reformers and authorities looked for other answers to the 
problem of crime. For them, crime was above all a product of corrupting social 
influences against which the delinquent individual had not built up sufficient 
resistance. Around the middle of the 1830s, the view became dominant that 
strict solitary confinement would lead prisoners to engage in self-contemplation 
and improve their conduct. In the new cellular prisons operating on the “pen-
itentiary system” that had been pioneered in the United States and England, 
religion and work were the most important techniques of moral rehabilitation.15 
This penitentiary system found a critic in Wilhelm Weitling, who asserted that 
solitary confinement would lead to insanity and condemned it as worse than the 
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Inquisition.16 For Weitling, the only proper penal policy was the establishment 
of communism. Then, only a “natural vestige of human sickness and weakness” 
would remain, and these misdirected desires would be treated as illnesses. For 
these cases, Weitling developed a system of “philosophical healing,” which phy-
sicians would follow in treating the sick until their complete recovery. As a last 
resort, those who still did not improve would be excluded from society by exiling 
them to distant islands, so that they could not infect future generations with 
their sickness through mixing (Vermischung) and contact.17 Weitling followed his 
utopian model of society to its logical conclusion. Although he regarded human 
desires as a constant, he could not imagine any resistance to the rules of the ideal 
society that could result from a rational decision or external circumstances. Every 
violation must therefore have its origin in the individual and yet be outside that 
individual’s rational control, hence pathological.

Marx and Engels never produced as detailed a theory of punishment as 
Weitling. Like him, they criticized the cellular prison in The Holy Family (1845) 
as a system that “sooner or later would result in the insanity of the criminal.” 
In addition, they argued, solitary confinement combined judicial punishment 
with a kind of theological torture, which in its desire to convert the prisoner was 
worse than a quick execution and still resulted in the destruction of the person. 
In fact, Marx and Engels held that an effective fight against crime by means of 
punishment was impossible. In a critique aimed at Hegel, they wrote that “a 
theory of punishment that recognizes the human being in the criminal can do this 
only abstractly, in the imagination, because punishment and constraint go against 
human behavior.”18 In the materialist ideology of Marx and Engels, existence 
determined consciousness. Thus human weaknesses and desires would be over-
come under socialism, and crime itself would disappear along with all its social 
causes. There would no longer be a Lumpenproletariat, whether it degenerated, 
was swept up in the revolution, or perished with the counterrevolution.

Early Social Democracy:  
Darwinism, Penal Reform, and Prison Labor

German socialists’ desire to develop a comprehensive scientific theory of the 
development of society led them to take great interest in Charles Darwin’s theory 
of evolution. Darwinism seemed to offer the opportunity to base the material-
ist view of history on natural science, thereby overcoming ideological obstacles 
such as religion.19 Darwinism did not influence the development of Marx’s own 
theory, in part because Marx had largely developed his theory of society before 
Darwin published his theory. The same was true of Engels, whose popular writ-
ings disseminated the theory of evolution within the workers’ movement: It was 
Engels’s theory of society that determined his interpretation of Darwinism, not 
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the other way around. Marx and Engels drew a sharp distinction between the 
laws of social science and those of natural science, especially when they addressed 
the fatalistic element of Darwinism, the “struggle for survival.”20

In the works of August Bebel, however, the realms of society and nature were 
no longer separated; instead, socialist and Darwinist theories were blended. 
Bebel saw society as fundamentally shaped by the “struggle for existence” and 
in a constant state of development. For Bebel, crime was not simply the result 
of an unjust social order but an indicator of society’s stage of development. The 
increase of crime proved this: “The struggle for existence takes on its most brutal 
and violent form and thrusts men back into their most primitive state, where 
they regard one another as mortal enemies.”21 Bebel regarded the accumulation 
of capital as a barrier to humankind’s natural development because it deprived 
many individuals of the freedom that was necessary for them to develop their 
full capacities. Still, Bebel countered Darwinist notions of the inevitability of the 
struggle for survival with a greater emphasis on environmental factors and drew 
on the Lamarckian idea of the heritability of acquired characteristics to argue 
against the omnipotence of natural selection.22

This synthesis of natural science and social theory was no longer a purely 
materialist one, as natural science concepts began to shape socialist thinking. 
Thus, as early as 1875, the socialist newspaper Leipziger Volksstaat remarked:

There can be no doubt that all crime results either from poverty (need) and educa-
tional neglect or from an abnormal . . . physical and mental constitution, that is, either 
from social or physiological causes. In other words: the “criminal” becomes criminal 
either due to his nature or due to social conditions. . . . Crime is a disease—a disease of 
society or a disease of the individual.23

With this statement, the anonymous author not only contradicted the domi-
nant jurisprudential view that free will was a precondition for legal responsibility, 
guilt, and punishment, but also deviated from the socialists’ focus on the social 
causes of crime. At the same time, the expectation that socialism would soon 
be established rendered socialists insensitive to the possible consequences of the 
application of scientific progress to social problems.24

Socialist conceptions of such developments varied significantly, however. 
Bebel did not pursue the issue of crime and punishment any further. The pres-
ent, he believed, would soon be overcome, and the socialist future, with its free-
dom for the development of the individual, would be free of crime.25 An 1878 
essay in Karl Höchberg’s journal Die Zukunft, which offered the most extensive 
socialist discussion of the prison system for some time, objected to this view. 
To be sure, while society was on the path to the ideal state, criminal justice was 
to be restricted to “unavoidable self-defense.” Nevertheless, the article argued, 
at a time of overcrowded prisons and lively penal reform debates, socialists “as 
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practitioners in the sense that they have experienced punishment” must take part 
in discussions of crime and criminal justice rather than leaving them up to jurists 
and prison officials.26 Instead of a revolutionary perspective, the text outlined an 
evolutionary path lasting many years. For precisely this reason, the text did not 
limit itself to theoretical criticisms, but made concrete, practical suggestions for 
penal reform. The article called for individualized punishment on the model of 
the so-called progressive system, the introduction of release on probation, and 
made detailed suggestions regarding the ventilation and heating of the cells, 
prison food, education, and calisthenics, thus sharply criticizing the current pen-
itentiary system. The article’s reform proposals clearly endorsed the notion of a 
therapeutic criminal justice system that was increasingly being advocated in Ger-
man penal and prison reform circles.27 But only two of the demands in this essay 
had an impact on the socialist party’s official policy regarding the prison system in 
the first decades after the founding of the Reich: those concerning the regulation 
of prison labor and the treatment of political prisoners.28

German workers’ organizations had long raised the demand that prison labor be 
regulated. When the Lassallean and Marxist wings of the German labor movement 
merged in 1875 to form the Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands (Socialist 
Workers’ Party of Germany), re-named Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands 
(SPD) in 1890, this demand was included in the new party’s Gotha Program. 
In 1869, Friedrich Wilhelm Fritzsche, a member of the leadership of Ferdinand 
Lassalle’s Allgemeiner Deutscher Arbeiterverein, had called for the prohibition 
of certain prison industries in a speech in the Reichstag of the North German 
Confederation. Fritzsche argued that if convicts were to practice the trades that 
they had learned in prison after their release, they would endanger the morals of 
young workers and children: “The negative example that released convicts typi-
cally provide has such a corrupting effect on these younger colleagues that it is no 
wonder that such factories literally become schools for criminals.” Fritzsche also 
railed against other consequences of prison industry, including competition for 
work in the free market, pressure on wages, and a general fall in product prices. 
His criticism stemmed from craftsmen’s traditional concerns about prison work, 
which they viewed as dishonorable.29 Social Democracy represented the interests 
of several specific industries and their workers; here, Fritzsche was defending 
the interests of workers in his own trade, cigar-making. A general prohibition of 
productive prison labor was never envisaged. The Social Democratic suggestions, 
which resembled those made by other parties, aimed primarily at getting prison 
labor to produce for the state’s own consumption, for example, by producing 
military uniforms or agricultural goods. The minimal demands were that prison 
labor be paid and that it be offered at usual market prices. The Social Democratic 
Party made such a proposal in the Reichstag in 1885 and regularly reintroduced 
the proposal until 1902, but it was never adopted.30
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The Impact of the Anti-Socialist Law:  
Political Prisoners versus “Common Criminals”

The criminal justice issue that the Social Democratic Party was most concerned 
about was the treatment of political prisoners. This interest was, of course, closely 
related to the political persecution endured by the party during the twelve long 
years of the so-called Anti-Socialist Law, passed in 1878 and kept in effect until 
1890, which made socialist and social-democratic organizations illegal and led to 
the imprisonment of countless party activists. The Social Democrat Ignaz Auer 
calculated the collective toll of the prison sentences served by party members 
during these years thus: “A thousand years prison for the rapture of reaction. . . . 
A thousand years of devastated domestic happiness, ruined health, terrible pov-
erty for woman and child, and all too often, the destruction of one’s livelihood in 
their wake!” Even without the passage of special laws, the Social Democrats and 
their press were repeatedly prosecuted and sentenced to prison for lèse majesté, 
blasphemy, and libel.31 As a result, up to the turn of the century, Social Dem-
ocratic discussions of the penal system consisted mainly of demanding various 
privileges for their incarcerated comrades and insisting on their equal treatment 
in the various federal states. Concretely, such criticism included demands for 
the self-provisioning, self-clothing, and self-employment of political prisoners, 
all of which was at the discretion of the heads of the penal institutions. Social 
Democrats hoped that such matters could be regulated in a future prison law 
that would regulate prisons across the Reich, which they and other parties had 
repeatedly proposed in order to address an omission made at the founding of 
the Reich.32 The 1871 Reich Penal Code (Reichsstrafgesetzbuch) had imposed a 
unified penal code on all of Germany and had also standardized the categories of 
detention by establishing detention in a Zuchthaus for serious crimes, detention 
in a Gefängnis (prison) for lesser crimes, and ehrenhafte Festungshaft (honorable 
detention in a fortress) for “honorable” offenders. But the unification of substan-
tive criminal law was not accompanied by a unification of the prison system. The 
individual federal states retained a free hand in administering their penal institu-
tions, as the unification of the penitentiary system was postponed indefinitely.33

In addition to being recognized as honorable, Festungshaft involved many 
comforts and privileges that had to be fought for in the ordinary penal sys-
tem, which did not recognize political prisoners as a separate category. Whereas 
prominent socialists tended to be sentenced to Festungshaft, rank-and-file party 
activists were often sentenced to regular prison. Thus August Bebel experienced 
his 1872–1873 Festungshaft in the Hubertusberg fortress, where he served time 
together with Wilhelm Liebknecht and other socialists, as a period of rest, during 
which he recovered from tuberculosis, read, and wrote a great deal.34 Socialists 
who were less prominent suffered more under the penal system. Johann Most, 
for example, tells of comrades who at Plötzensee prison were put into prison 
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uniforms and thrown into communal confinement, while he enjoyed the privi-
lege of being kept in solitary confinement. 35 Indeed, socialists were mainly con-
cerned that they should not be considered the same as, let alone inferior to, 
“common” criminals. Bebel argued that a common criminal broke the law out 
of self-interest, while a political criminal acted out of idealism.36 Johann Most 
called his fellow prisoners “rogues and ruffians.”37 If socialists asked for better 
treatment than common criminals, this was not only to ease the conditions of 
their imprisonment; for them, the distinction between “political” and “common” 
criminals was a matter of principle. In this sense, their own prison experience did, 
of course, affect their image of common criminals.

Political and common criminal prisoners were usually separated by a gap in 
social status, education, and interests. Many Social Democrats found direct inter-
action with criminals correspondingly difficult, even shocking. In addition, there 
were preconceptions on both sides. Social Democrats, having read the Commu-
nist Manifesto, thought that most criminals were part of the Lumpenproletariat 
and were thus agents of reaction. Among the criminal convicts, on the other 
hand, the criminalization of the Social Democrats by the authorities had conse-
quences as well. Thus the imprisoned socialist Johann Most found himself called 
a “terrorist” by fellow inmates, who jeered at and stole from him.38 The two 
groups of prisoners distanced themselves from each other in mutual mistrust.

As political assassinations and anarchist actions shook Europe in the 1880s, 
the authorities intensified the criminalization of the Social Democrats.39 Social 
Democrats reacted to their stigmatization in two ways. On the one hand, they 
charged the state and individual representatives of authority with being crimi-
nals.40 On the other hand, they worked to distance themselves from common 
criminals but also from anarchist practitioners of the “propaganda of the deed,” 
to whom a revolution of the masses seemed possible and necessary. Thus the 
Sozialdemokrat clarified in 1883: “To do away with private property in general is 
revolutionary. To do away with a specific article of private property is, as a rule, 
the act of a scoundrel.”41 In their conflict with bourgeois authority, the Social 
Democrats viewed themselves as the morally superior force and thought that time 
was on its side. Therefore, despite their revolutionary perspective, they restricted 
themselves to a strictly law-abiding strategy. In fact, Social Democrats suspected 
that political actions and disturbances that did not follow this strategy were the 
result of targeted provocations on the part of reactionary forces.

This position was reflected in the definition of Lumpenproletariat as formu-
lated by Wilhelm Liebknecht at the 1892 Party Congress. Several fellow socialists 
were angry that the Party newspaper Vorwärts had described rioters as Lumpen-
proletariat in reports on disturbances in Berlin. Liebknecht, however, insisted 
that Vorwärts had to distance itself from those who caused the unrest in order 
not to give the SPD’s enemies any opportunity to use the disturbances as a pre-
text to pass a new emergency law. As much as he demanded the abolition of 
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private property in general, his moral condemnation of individual law-breaking 
was strong: “In any event, our fellow party members did not break windows or 
engage in looting in the February riots. Whoever did that deserves the name 
Lumpenproletarier, and in a much more negative sense than that used by Marx. 
(Lasting, lively acclamation and applause.)”42 In the words of labor historian Ger-
hard A. Ritter, Social Democracy was an “emancipatory movement with strong 
concepts of bourgeois morality and propriety broadened by the specific concept 
of the honor of solidarity in the labor struggle and in the political battle.”43

Socialist analyses of crime often referred to want and misery and to the unjust 
nature of existing social conditions as causes of crime and called for society to 
be reshaped accordingly.44 Nevertheless, socialist discussions of the penal system 
were mainly shaped by the SPD’s struggle against the oppression exerted by the 
Anti-Socialist Law. The Party leadership’s focus on the treatment of political 
criminals, however, hardly reflected the interests and needs of the social strata for 
which the leadership claimed to speak. The culture of the workers’ movement was 
not the culture of the workers. Though workers did embrace some of the Party’s 
official views on crime and punishment, especially regarding the social causes of 
property crime and the issue of class justice, many misdemeanors were tolerated 
more by SPD voters than by the moralizing party rhetoric.45 Nevertheless, the 
Marxist theorist Rosa Luxemburg noted that among ordinary workers, too, a 
process of self-segregation from a kind of underclass was taking place:

The workers themselves, especially the better-off ones, those who are organized, like 
to believe that, all in all, the existence and the struggle of the proletariat are part of 
the realms of honorability and prosperity. . . . Everyone knows that there are homeless 
shelters, that there are beggars, prostitutes, secret police, criminals, and “shady char-
acters.” But all that is typically viewed as something distant and foreign, as something 
that lies outside society itself. Between the virtuous workers and these outcasts there 
stands a wall, and one seldom thinks of the miserable ones on the other side of the wall 
crawling around in excrement.46

The socialist movement could not and did not wish to include the entire prole-
tariat. Although socialist leaders claimed that their movement had an educational 
and disciplinary mission, they often did not make good on this claim during 
their time in prison and, instead, kept distance between themselves and ordinary 
criminals.

The SPD’s commitment to Marxist social theory at its 1891 Erfurt Congress 
had only indirect effects on its analysis of crime. To be sure, Marx and Engels had 
not contributed much to a theoretical investigation of the problem. For Engels, 
the respective morality of a society and thus its crime was tied to its stage of 
economic development. “In a society where the motives for stealing have been 
removed,” he wrote, “how we would laugh at the preacher of morality for sol-
emnly proclaiming the eternal truth: ‘Thou shalt not steal!’”47 By contrast, in the 
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first volume of Das Kapital (1867), Marx analyzed the laws on beggary and the 
first prisons in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as “blood legislation against 
the expropriated” and “laws for the depression of workers’ wages.” In his 1875 
critique of the Socialist Party’s Gotha Program, Marx criticized the demand for 
the regulation of prison work: “One should at least clearly articulate that one 
does not wish to see the common criminal treated like livestock out of fear of 
competition, and that one does not wish to cut off their only means of improve-
ment: productive work. That is the least that one could expect of socialists.”48 
Following Marx’s critique, this demand was dropped when the SPD formulated 
its Marxist Erfurt Program in 1891, which hardly touched on criminal justice at 
all.49 Socialist positions began to become more nuanced in the course of reacting 
to the discipline of criminology, then in the process of forming.

Socialists and Criminology

The beginnings of a systematic empirical approach to criminality go back to the 
first half of the nineteenth century. Already in 1835, the Belgian moral statistician 
Adolphe Quetelet, whom the socialists frequently cited, claimed in his work on 
“social physics” that criminality was socially determined.50 In the late 1870s, the 
Italian psychiatrist Cesare Lombroso caused a huge sensation when he claimed to 
have deciphered the morphology of the so-called born criminal through anthro-
pometric and craniological screenings. German psychiatrists and jurists criticized 
Lombroso’s criminal anthropology on the grounds that the approach gave too 
little consideration to social causes of crime.51 Social Democrats intensified this 
criticism. To be sure, in a review of 1893, the leading Marxist theoretician Karl 
Kautsky conceded that “[t]he notion that some kind of criminal type actually 
exists cannot simply be dismissed. But this type is not the cause of the crime, but 
rather an effect of the same causes that make the déclassé into a criminal.”52 In 
this sense, criminal anthropology could perhaps be useful in the future. Other-
wise, however, Kautsky had only criticism and derision for Lombroso. Kautsky 
viewed crime as exclusively conditioned by society and reminded readers that the 
bourgeoisie, too, especially the factory owners, committed murder when they 
exploited members of the proletariat, working them to death in their factories.53

The teachings of early criminal anthropology faced methodological prob-
lems, and their monocausal interpretations left them vulnerable to attack. Crim-
inal anthropology underwent further modifications by the Italian jurist and 
criminologist Enrico Ferri, who placed social influences like education, family, 
and economic factors alongside biological and physical factors at the center of 
his criminal sociology. In the process, he removed the major objections of the 
socialists. Ferri, who came from a middle-class family, gained considerable credi-
bility in the eyes of socialists when he risked his academic career by declaring his 
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support for the Socialist Workers’ Party of Italy in 1893.54 In socialism, Ferri saw 
“a further development of Darwinian teachings,” according to which the sur-
vival of the best—not the best adapted, as under capitalism—would be ensured. 
Given Ferri’s hereditarian belief in the natural inequality of human beings, the 
existence of individuals biologically destined to be criminals appeared to him a 
fact of nature as well as a scientific fact.55 While, as Kautsky noted in a review, 
equating nature with society was not genuinely Marxist, this was nevertheless a 
widespread tendency.56

The blueprint for a Marxist-materialist analysis of criminality was provided by 
an extensive study of crime in France published in the leading socialist weekly 
Neue Zeit, which Kautsky edited. The study was carried out by the French social-
ist Paul Lafargue, a son-in-law of Karl Marx. Lafargue invoked Marx and Que-
telet to demonstrate correlations between the organization of society, economy, 
and crime, supporting his hypotheses by comparing crime statistics with serial 
economic data. In a biting criticism of criminal anthropology, he concluded that 
criminality was exclusively the product of social conditions.57 His strategy of 
analyzing criminality through the use of large statistical studies became widely 
accepted, with German socialists frequently making use of the crime statistics 
of the German Empire that became available after 1882.58 Nevertheless, many 
socialists remained committed to a Darwinist view of society. Thus the Dutch 
criminologist and socialist Willem A. Bonger (1876–1940), whose 1905 work 
Criminalité et conditions économiques was perhaps the most extensive and most 
sophisticated criminal study of this type and widely read in Germany, could not 
divorce himself from the idea that the organization of society hindered the natu-
ral evolution of humanity.59

The socialists’ contradictory attempt to bring together Marxism and Darwin-
ism developed from discussions regarding two primarily bourgeois conceptions. 
On the one hand, socialists argued against a moralistic, often theological inter-
pretation of criminality, which viewed crime as a moral decision based on free will 
and as part of a process of moral decay that was blamed on social developments, 
urbanization, secularization, industrialization, and also on the rise of Social 
Democracy, with its materialist ideology of revolution.60 Socialists expended con-
siderable effort using statistics to refute this charge, stressing their own efforts at 
instilling discipline and preventing crime,61 and argued that natural science had 
revealed the idea of free will to be a fiction.62 On the other hand, the socialists also 
criticized Social Darwinist theories, such as Ernst Haeckel’s, which viewed social 
developments as the result of the process of selection, regarded social differences 
as a product of nature, and opposed social-political interventions as counterpro-
ductive because they interfered with the process of natural selection.63 Socialists, 
by contrast, insisted on drawing a distinction between society and nature because 
only such a distinction made it possible to conceive of capitalism as a chang-
ing and changeable social construct. The inherent ambivalence of the socialist 
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worldview thus combined with a belief in science that only became stronger as 
the socialist movement developed.

Prostitution, Alcohol, and the Lumpenproletariat

The socialist views of criminality and of the Lumpenproletariat were also closely 
bound up with the issues of prostitution and alcohol. According to Marx and 
Engels, prostitution was a “necessary social institution of the bourgeois world” 
in which bourgeois men exploited proletarian women to be able to sustain the 
bourgeois institution of marriage.64 But within these rational explanations lurked 
resentments about the degenerative effects of prostitution. Thus the Social Dem-
ocratic writer and activist Paul Kampffmeyer (1864–1945) noted in 1905: “Man-
ners become coarser, an ambivalent tone enters into social interactions, a dirty 
joke sneaks into popular tunes and into children’s conversations. A moral conta-
gion is transmitted from class to class in the large city.” He further warned that 
prostitution “seizes the body of the social organism and smites it with disease and 
death.”65 Admittedly, society could be held responsible for driving a proletarian 
woman to prostitution, but in the end, this meant the way “down into the Lum-
penproletariat, from which there is no escape.”66 And it was here that prostitution 
produced the embodiment of the Lumpenproletariat criminal: the pimps, whom 
socialists saw as “parasitic elements,” “sworn enemies of society,” “dehumanized 
men” akin to beasts, and the “pestilence of capitalist society.”67 In short, for many 
socialists, the Lumpenproletariat was now no longer merely a political-moral prob-
lem, but also an objective, biological danger to the health of society.

Many socialists also believed that alcohol played a role in harming health, 
undermining morality, and causing crime. Thus, in 1890, Karl Kautsky stated: 
“It is obvious that the same social conditions that create crime also lead to drink. 
It is therefore easy to understand why a large number of criminals have given 
themselves over to drink.” Once again drawing a line between the proletariat 
and the Lumpenproletariat, however, he also insisted: “Not the militant indus-
trial proletariat, but rather the Lumpenproletariat, the decaying petty bourgeoi-
sie and farmers, and those members of the wage-earning classes that have still 
not achieved class consciousness . . . are the ones who in large part fall victim 
to alcohol.”68 Kautsky thus articulated a party line that allowed the party to 
defend itself against the accusations of the temperance movement but also took 
into consideration the role of drinking in proletarian and socialist subculture; 
during the time of the Anti-Socialist Law, only taverns were available as meeting 
places. For this reason, the party leadership actually had a rather indifferent 
stance toward alcohol.69

Advocates of abstinence within the party, however, soon viewed alcohol not 
only as a substance that numbed pain and pacified the masses in a time of class 
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struggle. They also worried about hereditary factors and thus about the future of 
coming generations. For the League of Abstinent German Workers (Deutscher 
Arbeiter-Abstinentenbund), founded in 1903, it was clear that the “restoration of 
all social relationships, on the one hand, and the elimination of everything that 
damages protoplasm (the fabric of life) and the unfolding of the innate positive 
qualities of the individual, on the other, are the only sure ways to prevent the 
development of crime by eliminating the conditions that give crime life.”70 Here 
it becomes evident that for all of their attention to the social causes of crime, 
some socialists already wished to emphasize supposedly physiological factors. 
From there, it was no longer much of a stretch to endorsing biological expla-
nations of crime and of the Lumpenproletariat. When, in 1909, the SPD Reich-
stag deputy Edmund Fischer (1864–1925) called for the party finally to distance 
itself from the view of the Lumpenproletariat as formulated by Marx and instead 
embrace modern biological viewpoints, he clearly reflected a development that 
had been simmering below the surface for some time.71

A biological approach to social problems was characteristic of a group of 
socialist intellectuals who were a minority within the Social Democratic Party 
but who significantly influenced discussions regarding crime and criminal 
justice.72 What is more, even intellectuals, such as Kautsky and Bonger, who 
consistently employed materialist arguments, did not hesitate to assert that the 
reproduction of the hard, biological core of degenerates would have to be reg-
ulated under socialism.73 Voices such as that of Michael Sursky, who criticized 
criminal sociology and its biologization of crime, calling it “the fighter for the 
interests of the ruling classes,” remained isolated. This was also the case because 
Sursky’s arguments were hardly academic in nature, but exclusively ideological.74 
Within the movement, scientism and the adoption of Darwinist evolutionary 
views had already erased the border between the biological and the social, even 
for declared Marxists. This trend was facilitated by the socialists’ feeling of moral 
superiority toward those underclasses not organized within the workers’ move-
ment. Their elitist moral views made lower-class needs and ways of life appear 
foreign to them.

Penal Reform and Prison Reform

In the years before World War I, socialists viewed criminal justice and the penal 
system as institutions that served to protect the ruling classes. These institutions 
would perish along with the social order and with criminality. “Where to put 
remaining evil-doers is a question that we need not worry too much about at 
present,” wrote H. Dietz in 1887.75 This assessment proved to be too simplistic. 
The question of how to deal with chronically criminal elements did become more 
important for socialists as more of them came to believe that such chronically 
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criminal individuals actually existed and that they posed a general and immediate 
danger to society. Although Social Democrats had committed themselves in the 
Erfurt Program to waiting patiently for the collapse of capitalism, they could not 
avoid becoming embroiled in the political discussions regarding criminal justice 
reform and prison reform in the German Reich.

In addition, two specific issues continued to shape the demands of the social-
ists regarding the penal system: the treatment of political prisoners and prison 
labor. Because Social Democrats were subject to continued judicial prosecutions 
and the promised law unifying the prison system across the Reich was never 
passed, the SPD continued to voice its reform demands regarding the treatment 
of political prisoners.76 Regarding the issue of prison labor, the party took its 
cue from Marx’s pronouncement, in his critique of the Gotha program, that 
this problem was considered irresolvable under capitalism. SPD leaders criticized 
craftsmen’s demands for the abolition of productive prison labor, which were 
attributed to their backward, petty bourgeois consciousness. Karl Liebknecht, 
speaking before the Prussian parliament in 1912, argued:

We can demand only one thing: that the unfair competition of convict labor be abol-
ished. (Hear hear! from the Social Democrats). But the competition of prison labor [as 
such] must not and cannot be removed. Indeed, more work should be performed in the 
prisons—work that should be in every way the same as the work done by free workers, 
so that the prisoners, once released, can make use of the skills acquired in prison.

Liebknecht’s suggested solution was accordingly pragmatic: He wanted to mech-
anize prison labor and organize it along the lines of large factories because big 
industry could handle the competition and released prisoners would do better as 
factory workers than as craftsmen.77

Social Democrats also took positions on several other issues related to the 
penal system. They condemned corporal punishment, still used in the prisons 
and workhouses of several states as a means of enforcing discipline, as the epit-
ome of cruel and barbaric punishment. Prison food, hygiene, and housing also 
met with socialist criticism, sometimes based on firsthand experiences.78 Finally, 
socialists spoke out against deportation, which had been suggested as an alter-
native to normal punishment, not least because they feared that they themselves 
might then be deported to the colonies as political criminals.79 A comprehen-
sive Social Democratic position regarding criminal justice and the prison system, 
however, was developed only when a general public discussion of penal reform 
began to take place in the German Reich and the Social Democrats found them-
selves increasingly unable to bridge the contradictions between fundamentalist 
Marxist rhetoric and practical opportunities, between utopian views of the future 
and ordinary political discussions.

In 1882, Franz von Liszt, then a young Marburg professor of criminal law, 
published a programmatic article entitled “The Idea of Purposiveness in Penal 
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Law” (Der Zweckgedanke im Strafrecht), which called for legal punishments to 
serve the purpose of protecting society rather than providing retribution for a 
crime. In Liszt’s reform program, the array of penal sanctions included indefinite, 
potentially lifelong detention for incorrigible habitual criminals, rehabilitative 
prison sentences for corrigible habitual criminals, as well as fines and probation 
for occasional criminals.80 In many respects, Liszt’s proposals were close to the 
political positions of the Social Democrats. “Every crime,” Liszt wrote in 1898, 
“is the product of the character of the criminal and the social conditions sur-
rounding the criminal at the moment of the crime,” adding that “the social fac-
tors play a much larger role than the individual factor.” Therefore, an effective 
penal policy required above all “the reshaping of the decisive social conditions.” 
In the present social situation, this entailed “a social policy that aims to slowly 
but surely improve the entire position of the working class.”81 Liszt’s application 
of Darwinist evolutionary theory to society was also not foreign to socialists. 
Moreover, some of his students joined the SPD. These included Hugo Heine-
mann (1863–1919), for example, who later taught criminal law and penology in 
the SPD’s party school and espoused positions explicitly identified with Liszt.82 
For radical materialists, however, the Liszt school of criminal law did not go far 
enough. Thus, in 1904, Michael Sursky noted: “Criminologists needed to make 
but a single further step in order to recognize the genuine causes of crime,” but 
“they could not and would not do this, because this step leads to socialism.”83 
From another perspective, Wolfgang Heine (1861–1944), a lawyer and socialist 
member of the Reichstag, noted the internal contradictions of the sociological 
approach to penal law. He remarked that, despite its claims to be humane, it 
would inevitably lead to more severe penalties because it emphasized the protec-
tion of society at the cost of the individual.84

What began to be at issue was the position that the Social Democrats should 
take regarding the concrete legal reforms then taking shape. Despite some crit-
icism of Liszt’s positions, German legal scholars at the turn of the century had 
reached a consensus that the German penal code needed to be reformed to incor-
porate his “new school” of criminal law. Thus as early as March 1901, the Reich 
Office of Justice (Reichsjustizamt) announced plans to revise the Reich penal 
code, and in April 1906 a reform commission was charged with producing a 
new draft code.85 Heinrich Wetzker, writing in the reform-oriented Sozialisti-
sche Monatshefte in 1902, therefore criticized the Erfurt Program as inadequate 
regarding matters of criminal justice. Although socialism would eliminate large-
scale crime, he noted that “the current methods of fighting crime . . . are of such 
importance that we cannot afford to neglect them.” Precisely because the current 
system of incarceration encouraged crime, he argued, the Social Democrats had 
to take a stance.86 Wolfgang Heine added pragmatically: “Meanwhile it is not 
worth bothering with . . . matters of the future since it is clear that in the pres-
ent, when we can have a political impact, crime has not yet been eliminated.”87 
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Whereas twenty-five years earlier Dietz had still been convinced that socialism 
was near, Heine now openly expressed Social Democracy’s new orientation: prac-
tical, pragmatic reform policies focused on the problems of the present.

The SPD’s position on penal and prison reform was shaped by yet another 
factor, however. When, in late February 1904, Social Democratic newspapers 
revealed the improper treatment of prisoners in the Plötzensee prison, the author-
ities charged them with libel. The Social Democratic lawyers Karl Liebknecht 
and Hugo Heinemann used the trial that followed, the so-called Plötzensee trial, 
to assemble a comprehensive body of evidence on the penal system that was 
meant to convince the public of the necessity of reforms.88 The government’s libel 
charge was withdrawn in the course of the trial, and Heinemann summed up 
the case with satisfaction: “Thus concrete examples have demonstrated that our 
penal system’s practices, through no fault of those in charge, can render mentally 
deficient inmates permanently unfit for the struggle for survival.”89

The Social Democrats had now been so active on this issue that it became nec-
essary to take a public position regarding the penal system. Accordingly, the issue 
was placed on the agenda of the 1906 Party conference in Mannheim. The lawyer 
Hugo Haase (1863–1919) delivered his first significant party congress speech on 
the subject and introduced a resolution. Haase used most of his speech to criti-
cize the judicial persecution of Social Democracy and the unions. Not until the 
end did he turn to the question of crime in general. Here Haase, too, criticized 
Liszt’s modern school by arguing that crime would be eliminated only through 
socialism. Nevertheless, he argued, the causes of crime in the existing social order 
could be reduced through a resolute social policy: for example, by implementing 
the eight-hour day, securing the freedom to form political coalitions, and adopt-
ing policies on housing, tariffs, and education that promoted social welfare. For 
the prison system specifically, Haase called for the unification of policy across the 
Reich, special institutions for youths and for the mentally deficient, early release, 
and the creation of work for those released.90 On the one hand, Haase’s resolu-
tion represented a compromise because it combined fundamental criticism with 
concrete proposals for reform while leaving out sensitive points such as indefinite 
sentencing and lifelong imprisonment, which would have required agreement 
regarding the state’s punitive powers. In this respect, the speech’s positive recep-
tion at the Party conference is understandable. On the other hand, congress chair 
Paul Singer overestimated the agreement regarding these proposals, which he 
used to justify the rapid passage of the resolution—the mass-strike debate had set 
the proceedings behind schedule—to be able to present an official SPD position 
in the discussions regarding the new Reich penal code.91

Indeed, not everyone was satisfied with the results of the Mannheim Congress. 
Edmund Fischer, for example, was convinced that Social Democracy must work 
toward practical goals rather than just hope for a socialist future. In his view, the 
current penal system should be reshaped according to the spirit of socialism and 
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humanity, but also according to modern science. As a consequence, Fischer sup-
ported many of the modern school’s penal reform proposals, such as psychiatric 
diagnosis, indefinite detention, and special legislation for psychopaths.92 Because 
he defined the Lumpenproletariat biologically, he also supported eugenic measures 
such as sterilization, thus placing himself on the radical wing of general German 
criminology.93 The medicalized view of alcoholism provided the basis for even 
more radical positions, even within the socialist movement. For if alcoholics and 
criminals were ill, logic commanded that they be treated until their recovery. Thus 
the socialist physician Otto Juliusburger (1867–1952) of the League of Abstinent 
German Workers demanded: “All people who demonstrate antisocial behavior 
under the influence of alcohol, from those who disturb the peace through exces-
sive noise all the way to violent criminals and lechers, must be placed indefinitely 
in special educational institutions under social-ethical supervision.”94

These positions represent the extremes. The overwhelming majority of socialists 
were not inclined to concede any further power to the current state because they 
were in constant conflict with its authorities and were fundamentally opposed to 
its political form. They gave voice to their perceptions of the state’s class character 
and their own traumatic experiences by leveling the charge of “class justice.” Just 
as law could not exist independently of the existing social order, socialists rea-
soned, judges could not issue verdicts independently of their class background. 
The result of the application of this class law, which discriminated against the 
working class and resulted in its political persecution, therefore constituted class 
justice. Social Democrats’ experiences with the Kaiserreich’s judiciary supported 
their theoretical analysis.95 The drafts of the new Reich Penal Code seemed to 
confirm all of their fears, especially the passages regarding the right of combina-
tion, and appeared to represent “a dangerous attack on Social Democracy and the 
labor movement.” The passages increasing the sentencing discretion of judges also 
proved alarming. Socialists feared that this would become a means of intimida-
tion through which political opponents and striking workers could be locked up 
as incorrigible habitual criminals.96 But even Siegfried Weinberg (1880–1932), 
who embraced a radically materialist position, admitted:

We know that, in addition to those cases in which punishment is abused in order to 
harass political or social opponents of the ruling classes, there are also cases in which 
society is forced to adopt measures to defend itself against those who wish to do it 
harm. We also must recognize that these are often nothing more than either sick people 
who belong in institutions or victims of the capitalist system and the misery it causes. 
Based on this recognition, we must say that the best penal policy is a comprehensive 
social policy, one very different from that of the current state.97

According to the internal logic of this argument, bourgeois reformers’ proposals 
for altering the penal code had to be rejected for the moment, but under social-
ism, they could well prove useful.
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This did not mean, however, that concrete reform measures and proposals 
could not be assessed without ideological reservation and, if appropriate, advo-
cated in the present.98 Granted, the prison system seemed to socialists to be a 
remarkably ineffective way to prepare an individual for the struggle for survival. 
But Karl Liebknecht acknowledged in 1912:

The penal system is the way it is, and we have to make do with it. Still, the particular 
difficulty our prison reformers face is how to shape punishment within the legal frame-
work in such a way that the deprivation of freedom does not have damaging effects. 
Instead, the punishment should employ the force of the authorities to produce effects 
that reduce and weaken the undesirable tendencies of the convict while strengthening 
those tendencies beneficial to society.99

Using this approach, Social Democrats before World War I arrived at several sug-
gestions for reform, some of them quite concrete. They made proposals regarding 
prison hygiene, education of prison officials and physicians, accident compensa-
tion, and measures to integrate released prisoners. They also promoted a graduated 
penal system along American lines and called for separate juvenile prisons as well as 
therapeutic treatment of mentally ill prisoners.100 Social Democrats also called for 
the extension of conditional pardoning (bedingte Begnadigung), which had been 
introduced by decree in Prussia in 1895 and provided young first offenders the 
possibility of a suspended sentence, to a significantly broader range of offenders.101 
Reform proposals suspected of involving an extension of state power faced criti-
cism, however. Thus Wolfgang Heine’s support for removing the legal requirement 
that the public prosecutor’s office must always file charges (staatsanwaltschaftlicher 
Anklagezwang) was harshly censured by Siegfried Weinberg. Despite practical jus-
tifications for the reform, Weinberg argued that this would be too large a conces-
sion to the class state and to its public prosecutor, the embodiment of class justice, 
and amounted to neglecting “the democratic virtue of mistrust.”102

The socialists’ main problem lay in weighing the interests of the individual 
against those of society, both in the present and in the future. Most socialists did 
not worry about this, however, since this problem would no longer exist under 
socialism. Some of the proposals could, on occasion, be quite radical. Because the 
socialist understanding of criminality rested squarely on Darwinism, it seemed 
quite conceivable, even scientifically proven, that some degenerate individuals 
were not physically up to the “struggle for existence,” and therefore must become 
criminals. Paul Hirsch (1868–1940), writing in a popular scientific brochure 
first issued in 1897 and reprinted in 1907, considered how these few degenerate 
individuals could be rendered harmless in the society of the future and how the 
hereditary transmission of their criminal dispositions could be prevented:

The most certain and easiest way to achieve the weakening and gradual removal of 
this disposition is to cross such individuals with other, healthy elements. Based on the 
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current state of the science of genetics, however, we may assume that we will not reach 
our goal in this manner. . . . Just as in the case of consumption, syphilis, and other 
hereditary diseases, the disposition toward crime would finally stop being transmitted 
if all those afflicted were forced to live and die childless. To be sure, this is a harsh 
measure that affects the individual very severely, but the individual must subordinate 
himself to the needs of society. The individual’s rights end where they collide with the 
duties to society.103

Socialists’ pre-World War I argumentation regarding penal and prison reform was 
fraught with paradox. On the one hand, regarding the present, they espoused 
what might be described as orthodox liberal positions, upholding individual 
rights and seeking to minimize incarceration. On the other hand, they laid claim 
to the modern school’s agenda of preventive and individualized punishment for 
use in the socialist future—even as they claimed that these would no longer be 
needed in a society without crime.

Conclusion

Marx and Engels shared the terminology of middle-class social reformers to 
describe crime and the deprivation that they believed caused it. Although their 
conclusions were entirely different—predicting the fall of the existing social 
order—in their attempt to condemn existing society, Marx and Engels demon-
ized the subproletarian social strata. Their conception of the proletariat as a pos-
itive political force led them to distinguish it from the Lumpenproletariat, which 
they blamed for failed revolutions. The socialist workers’ movement later used the 
concept of the Lumpenproletariat to distance itself from other movements such 
as anarchism and to cast itself as a culture-bearing movement in the fight against 
state oppression. For this, the socialist movement paid the price of becoming 
rather distant from the lower strata of society.

Because they were convinced that socialism would soon establish a perfect 
society free of crime, socialists initially avoided a fundamental discussion of crime 
and criminal justice and limited themselves to criticizing the existing penal sys-
tem. As a rule, up until the 1890s, Social Democratic calls for prison reforms 
dealt almost exclusively with the treatment of political prisoners. By the 1890s, 
however, the burgeoning field of criminology was producing large-scale statistical 
studies of crime, which socialists greeted as scientific proof of their conviction 
that society was responsible for crime. At the same time, socialist analyses of 
society were also undergirded by Darwinist ideas, and socialists had great diffi-
culty maintaining the boundary between what is biological and what is social. 
The idea that society was characterized by a Darwinist “struggle for existence” 
was present in every socialist analysis of crime, including those of declared Marx-
ists. Because socialist discussions about crime gradually became dominated by 
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academically trained intellectuals who had joined the socialist movement, they 
were increasingly colored by the kinds of biological arguments developed in the 
academic field of criminology. The Lumpenproletariat was now seen as a concrete 
biological danger for society, and socialists morally condemned it in accordance 
with bourgeois values.

Around the turn of the century, the socialists began to give serious thought to 
which penal and prison reforms they might support, in the present, in a state that 
they fundamentally rejected, and to the proper treatment of those who would 
still commit crimes under socialism in the future. While the Mannheim Party 
Congress Resolution of 1906 represented a compromise between perspectives for 
the future and concrete calls for reform, some socialists were prepared to support 
more far-reaching reforms in the present. The overwhelming majority of social-
ists, however, looked to the future. Those who conceded that this future would 
not be completely without crime were willing to support radical measures against 
a perhaps biologically determined core of degenerate enemies of society that they 
would not accept in the existing class society.

In these debates it is noticeable that it was exclusively revisionist Social Dem-
ocrats, often writing in the Sozialistische Monatshefte, who embraced a pragmatic 
and sometimes biological, but no longer revolutionary Marxist approach to 
crime and criminal justice and were prepared, in the present, to take more radical 
steps in the fight against crime than their fellow party members who were ortho-
dox Marxists. This set of issues was ideologically explosive because it touched on 
the sensitive area of the state’s use of violence and raised a series of fundamental 
questions: To what degree could the masses be organized? What revolutionary or 
illegal actions were legitimate? What political strategy would lead to success?104 
But it is important not to confuse cause and effect. Revisionism did not give 
rise to new positions regarding crime and criminal justice. Both resulted from 
dissatisfaction with the theoretical potential of orthodox Marxism and from the 
attempt to bridge the gap between radical theory and social reformist practice.

Although the socialists had no intention of defending the existing social order, 
they had nevertheless adopted the rules of modern industrial society, including 
its order and discipline, and acted, politically, according to new standards and 
techniques. But it was not Imperial Germany’s workers, the workers’ movement, 
the SPD’s electoral supporters, or even all SPD members who regarded the Lum-
penproletariat as the opposite of their own identity, but the Party’s leaders and 
functionaries, academics and intellectuals. Two psychological aspects should be 
noted here. First, socialist activists who agitated for their goals among subprole-
tarian strata often reaped only contempt; as a rule, they did not find the potential 
revolutionaries who would work for socialism with them in these strata. Second, 
as the sociologist Erving Goffman has pointed out, stigmatized individuals often 
adopt the majority society’s attitude toward individuals who are more strongly 
stigmatized then they are. According to Goffman, “the more [the stigmatized 
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individual] separates himself structurally from the normals, the more like them 
he may become culturally.”105 Thus the fact that socialists drew such a strong dis-
tinction between themselves and the Lumpenproletariat, even though they them-
selves were persecuted and despised, also had external social psychological causes.

Does this mean that, ultimately, even the socialists signed on to the creation 
of the “carceral continuum,” which, according to Michel Foucault, produced 
the “disciplined individual” that was so well-suited to working in factories?106 
Did the socialists fail when confronted with the colonizing claims of bourgeois 
criminological discourse? Posing the question in this way makes the mistake of 
proceeding retrospectively from the results of developments, instead of assessing 
them in their historical context. The essentially trivial conclusion that even liber-
tarian or abolitionist theories of crime develop disciplinary practices when they 
become incorporated into a political movement should not be taken as evidence 
of the constant reproduction of a single criminological discourse. Otherwise, 
one underestimates not only the political volatility and uniqueness of individual 
statements, but also the historical dynamic in the production of the criminolog-
ical discourse. If Social Democracy rejected a political justification of crime as 
impractical, it did so for good reason. Instead, Social Democracy viewed crime 
essentially as an indicator of the existing society’s disintegration and a harbinger 
of the approaching revolution. Until such a time, its approach to criminal justice 
and penal policy focused on concrete, progressive reforms and appeared quite 
radical in the general discussion in the Kaiserreich. Through its interventions in 
the reform debates and through its general political success, the SPD did have an 
impact on bourgeois criminology and penal reform. Above all, Social Democracy 
raised the issue of social inequality as a problem that had to be addressed.
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